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Item Details Notes

Intro: The Mutant Ape Yacht Club, also known as the MAYC, is a product of the American company Yuga 
Labs. The MAYC is a way to reward our ape holders with an entirely new NFT - a “mutant” version of 
their ape - while also allowing newcomers into the BAYC ecosystem at a lower tier of membership. 
Mutants represent the final tier of membership; everything going forward occurs with the intention of 
accruing utility and member’s-only benefits to Bored Apes foremost, but also Mutants, and to a lesser 
extent, Bored Apes with BAKC companions.

Brand Overview
Item Details Notes

Brand name: Yuga Labs
Logo:

Description: Shaping Web3 through storytlling, experiences and community. We believe that the potential of web3 
can be realized when we start with imagination, not limitations. No borders, no rulers, just people 
making cool shit, together. In the Yugaverse, fans and players are owners and creators, and in the 
game of web3, everyone can create and play together on one team.

Sector: Mix Media Empire
Website: https://yuga.com/ 
Discord: https://discord.gg/3P5K3dzgdB 

Members: 168K
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/boredapeyachtclub/ 

Followers: 661K
Twitter: https://twitter.com/yugalabs 

Followers: 362K
Useful links: -



Main Collection
Item Details Notes

Collection: Mutant Ape Yacht Club
Creator: Yuga Labs

Blockchain: Ethereum (ETH)
Image:

Bio: The MUTANT APE YACHT CLUB is a collection of up to 20,000 Mutant Apes that can only be created 
by exposing an existing Bored Ape to a vial of MUTANT SERUM or by minting a Mutant Ape in the 
public sale.

Category: PFP - Utility
Type: ERC-721

Total Supply: 20,000
Created: Aug 29, 2021
Method: Burning Redeem Token & Dutch Auction

Mint Price: From 3 ETH to 0.01 in 9 hours
Creator fee: 2.5%

Project info: One way to create a MUTANT is when a Bored Ape ingests a vial of mutant serum. There are three 
tiers of mutant serum vials: M1, M2, and Mega Mutant (M3). A snapshot of all Bored Ape token holders 
was taken at 4pm ET on 8/28/21, and all mutant serums that will exist have been airdropped at a 
random distribution to corresponding wallets (10,000 total). 
If a Bored Ape ingests an M1 or M2 serum, the resulting MUTANT will retain traits of the original ape.
If a Bored Ape ingests an M3 serum? Who knows. 
There is no time limit in using serums but a BAYC cannot ingest the same serum twice.
Another 10,000 Mutant Apes will be available to mint in a public Dutch Auction.

Utilities: 🔹 Ownership and commercial usage rights given to the consumer over their NFT
🔹 The Bathroom: A member's-only graffiti board
🔹 Limited edition merch
🔹 Real-world events
🔹 Free Airdrops ($APE)

Roadmap: -
Marketplace: https://opensea.io/collection/mutant-ape-yacht-club 

Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0x60e4d786628fea6478f785a6d7e704777c86a7c6
Website: https://boredapeyachtclub.com/#/mayc

Related Collections
Item Details Notes

Collections:
Jun 23, 2017 CryptoPunks Acquired
May 3, 2021 Meebits Acquired
Apr 24, 2021 Bored Ape Yacht Club
Jun 18, 2021 Bored Ape Kennel Club
Apr 30, 2022 Otherside

https://etherscan.io/address/0x60e4d786628fea6478f785a6d7e704777c86a7c6
https://boredapeyachtclub.com/#/mayc


Market Overview
Item Details Notes

Note: The data reported here represent a time snapshot referring to the date indicated below
Source: https://nftgo.io/collection/mutant-ape-yacht-club/overview 

Snapshot date: Nov 8, 2022
Volume: 557K ETH

Floor price: 11.3 ETH
Listed: 5% (892)

Unique owners: 67% (12,924)

Comments: The fist week after launch is definitely the most hyped of this collection. Considering the reputation 
BAYC already had it's not a surptise the attention was all on them. Like BAYC the FP started to ramp 
up in November after Manhattan's Ape Fest and the purchase of BAYC by many celebrities.
We can see spikes in volume at the time of Apecoin airdrop on March 18th 2022 and Otherside mint on 
April 30th 2022. After reaching an ATH (All Time High) in floor price there was a retraction due to the 
advent of the bear market. The volume has kept a stable and healty value since then. 



Comments: The holding amount distribuition is quite similar to BAYC one. The vast majority of the holders can only 
afford one NFT and we can still see BendDAO on the top spot. hence MAYC are accpeted as a 
collateral to borrow ETH, making the collection more liquid compared to others. Almost 95% of the 
collection is held for a long period of time while around 5% contribute to the trading volume, which is a 
decent amount considering the 20,000 total supply.



Community Statistics
Item Details Notes

Note: The data reported here represent a time snapshot referring to the date indicated below
Source: https://www.nftinspect.xyz/collections/0x60e4d786628fea6478f785a6d7e704777c86a7c6 

Snapshot date: Nov 9, 2022

Comments: All the metrics are in the top 10%. 
The collection is widely used as PFP meaning they are considered as a flex. They are still part of the 
Bored Ape ecosystem but at a much lower entry point so the demand is quite high. 
The community strenght, calculated on different social signals is placed 7th. The presence on Twitter is 
consistent with 995 mention per week. The number of PFPs are over 7000 making MAYC quite 
widespread. OG members are in the top 5% but less than BAYC (some BAYC might have sold their 
MAYC as an exit liquidity when the project was launched.

Team
Item Details Notes

About: The Bored Ape Yacht Club was founded by four people based in Miami, Florida. The initial founders, 
Greg Solano (32, Garga.eth) and Wylie Aronow (35, GordonGoner.eth), had managed to remain 
anonymous for almost an entire year before their identities were revealed by Buzzfeed News in 
February of 2022. The other two members “Emperor Tomato Ketchup” and “No Sass”, still undoxxed, 
were the programmers behind the project. While each ape wasn’t drawn individually each element was 
created with meticulous care by artist and designer All Seeing Seneca. 

Doxxing: Partialy Doxxed
Co-Founder: https://twitter.com/CryptoGarga

Followers: 85K
Co-Founder: https://twitter.com/GordonGoner

Followers: 137K
Co-Founder: https://twitter.com/TomatoBAYC

Followers: 30K
Co-Founder: https://twitter.com/SassBAYC 

Followers: 25K
Artist: https://twitter.com/allseeingseneca 

Followers: 22K

https://twitter.com/CryptoGarga
https://twitter.com/GordonGoner
https://twitter.com/TomatoBAYC
https://twitter.com/SassBAYC


Crypto Currency
Item Details Notes

Description: "ApeCoin is an ERC-20 governance and utility token used within the APE ecosystem to empower a 
decentralized community building at the forefront of web3.
As the open-source protocol layer of the ecosystem, ApeCoin serves several purposes:"

Name: ApeCoin (APE)
Contract: https://etherscan.io/token/0x4d224452801aced8b2f0aebe155379bb5d594381 

Market 
overview:

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/apecoin-ape/ 

Snapshot date: Nov 7, 2022
Market cap: $1,422,063,956

Price: $4.63
Website: https://apecoin.com/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/apecoin 

Art / Licenses & Intellectual Property
Item Details Notes

Art: Each NFT within the collection is based on an original Bored Ape NFT, and was created through a 
process described by Yuga Labs as “exposing existing Bored Apes to a vial of Mutant Serum.” Mutant 
Serums are a collection of NFTs that act as a catalyst for creating a Mutant Ape. They exist under the 
umbrella of the Bored Ape Chemistry Club. Each type of Mutant Serum correlates to the stage of 
mutation that can be achieved through its use. With M1 Serums — of which there originally existed 
7,500 — a base layer of mutated traits will be added to the Bored Ape. Users might see an Ape’s fur 
begin to disintegrate and accessories come alive. With M2 — capped at 2,492 — more pronounced 
mutations become available, drastically and sometimes almost completely changing the appearance of 
the Bored Ape. Mega Mutant Serums, on the other hand, once implemented, will completely change 
the base features of the Bored Ape. 

Licenses & IP: When you purchase an NFT, you own the underlying Mutant Ape, the Art, completely.
Owning the IP and commercial reproduction rights of the NFT has inspired more collectors to invest in 
the community. Mutant Apes have gained popularity and accessibility among those outside the NFT 
space  — perhaps surpassing Bored Apes in those respects. As several clothing brands and other 
companies use Mutant Apes as brand ambassadors, even those with minimal familiarity with Web3 can 
obtain a sort of kinship with the MAYC brand.

News / Announcements
Item Details Notes

Oct 31, 2021 First Ape Fest in Manhattan
Nov 15, 2021 News about several celebrities owning BAYC
Mar 11, 2022 Yuga Labs acquires the IP of the CryptoPunks and Meebits NFT collections from Larva Labs.
Mar 16, 2022 Introducing ApeCoin ($APE)
May 12, 2022 First trip sneakpeek Otherside

Report Analysis
Item Details Notes

Summary: MAYC made it possible for more NFT enthusiasts to join the Bored Ape ecosystem than previously 
thought. Bored Ape NFTs have alas remained pricey and elusive to the average Joe, but Mutant Apes 
have seen the bar of entry lower significantly, bringing new levels of accessibility to the coveted BAYC 
community. 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x4d224452801aced8b2f0aebe155379bb5d594381
https://apecoin.com/
https://twitter.com/apecoin
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